P lease allow me the pleasure of leading you on an "offi ce safari," so to speak. On today's journey we'll travel the corridors of computerdom in search of the widespread but elusive mal managerium, or bad manager, in common parlance. They will be diffi cult to spot because we will be in a sense looking for that most elusive creature of all: ourselves. That is to say, it's quite possible that many of us will share some of the qualities with the various types of bad managers we shall encounter. Qualities that we are loath to admit we possess, I might add.
To help you handle this unsettling glance into the mirror, I've prepared this fi eld guide to identifying bad managers. I hope that you fi nd it useful in identifying the bad manager in both yourself and your superiors, where applicable. But fi rst, some background.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
All bad managers are members of the family managerium. These are top-level predators 1 and resource consumers in the organizational food chain. The manager family consists of three distinct genera: good manager (bono managerium), bad manager (mal managerium), and mediocre manager (mediocris managerium). Bad managers have unlimited range. They are found in Fortune 500 companies, privately owned businesses, government, and nonprofi t organizations. They can manage software requirements, development, and testing operations or supervise help desks and call centers. Mal managerium is found in every industry and every application domain and can migrate at will. The software/IT industry seems to be a favorite habitat. Why, no one knows.
In the following guide, you will be presented with the common and scientifi c names for each species, the best means for its identifi cation (defi ning characteristics), and the proper way to deal with one when encountered. 2 In some cases the species is highly dangerous and the best course of action is to run away.
DATA-DRIVEN MANAGER (mal managerium indicium)
Identifi cation. An insatiable hunger for data (often meaningless) before making a decision. Occasionally this craving for data is rooted in a true need for more information, but more often, this craving is simply a diversionary tactic used to keep enemies or rivals at bay, to keep the data-driven manager's brood occupied with busy work, or to forestall having to make a meaningful decision.
As an example, consider a situation in which you are asked to conduct a performance analysis for a networked application. After running the tests under simulated and real loads you offer the opinion that "it does not unduly stress the network." The data-driven manager responds, "This is your opinion, bring me more fact data!" You conduct more tests, and they confi rm your conclusion. But it is never enough for the data-driven manager, as each time you bring the desired data, you are asked for more.
Handling. Data-driven managers can cause frustration because every time you think you have satisfi ed their hunger for information, they want more. Be persistent in dealing with mal managerium indicium. In a sense, just as they are trying to exhaust you, you try to exhaust them with data. Of course, it takes less energy to ask for data than to get it, and if the data-driven manager isn't really looking at the data, you probably can't win. But if these managers are honest, then eventually you might satisfy their needs or wear them down in trying.
In the situation just described, for example, you can ask the manager, "Precisely, what data do you need?" If you get a defi nitive answer, great. If you get an inconclusive answer, then you are probably being stonewalled.
MICROMANAGER (mal managerium minimus)
Identifi cation. Obsessive involvement in details of others; insistence on constant reports of your activities. Endless pestering and carping on their brood.
To illustrate, mal managerium minimus will give the design to a software designer, rather than allowing the designer to actually conduct design activities.
Handling. Direct confrontation may cause mal managerium minimus to temporarily cease the characteristic behaviors. 
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In the previous example, you must ask the micromanager, "Do you want to do the design, or will you let me do it?" Long term, however, it is unlikely that the micromanager can change. Constant overloading of the mal managerium minimus with data and reports can provide suffi cient cover so that real work can be accomplished.
UNCERTAIN MANAGER (mal managerium incertus)
Identifi cation. Inability to make tough decisions, appearance of being overwhelmed, or incompetent. In all cases the behavior causes mal managerium incertus to look weak.
For example, when asked to select between two hardware platforms, mal managerium incertus will waffl e, no matter what information is presented.
Handling. Mal managerium incertus must be identifi ed by higher management or self-identifi ed, and taken out. Otherwise, you can try to reconcile the manager by asking probing questions. You can also help by recalibrating and helping to articulate the vision of the organization to provide a compass point for the manager. If all else fails, fl ee.
In the previous example, you could ask specifi c questions about the performance characteristics of the two competing platforms to highlight the differences. You could also ask if one hardware platform or the other is implied by corporate strategy, cost, or a strategic alliance.
HEADLESS CHICKEN (mal managerium abrumpo capitas pullus)
Identifi cation. Confused behavior; trying this idea and that; running from one problem to another, without focus. For example, mal managerium abrumpo capitas pullus switches from one architecture or platform to another and back again, seemingly without justifi cation. Those observing the headless chicken performance are themselves confused and demoralized.
Handling. These managers have to be made to realize they are headless. Maybe a close confi dante can tell them. Maybe they can be made to realize it on their own. But if the headless chicken managers don't come to their senses, the organization (that manager, anyway) is doomed, and the only solution is to fi nd a way for upper management to put the chicken out of its misery, or for you to fl ee.
Perhaps you can document the sequence of the haphazard decisions in the previous example to show how ridiculous it appears.
SPINELESS MANAGER (mal managerium invertabrae)
Identifi cation. A manager who isn't prepared to face bad news. Instead, mal managerium invertabrae sends an underling to take the rap, or is over-conciliatory-anything to try to keep everyone happy. But the result is usually that no one is happy.
Suppose that your project has been cancelled, requiring the layoff of two of your team members. Mal managerium invertabrae avoids this uncomfortable responsibility and, even though you are "only" the technical lead, tells you to fi re them.
Handling. The spineless manager has to be brought to face reality by you, and you must avoid communication through the middleman. But just as spineless managers are fearful to make decisions, they show great ferocity in defending their ability not to make decisions. Therefore, approach mal managerium invertabrae on the subject of spinelessness with great caution.
In the example, you have to remind your boss that you're a technical lead, and not a manager-and that it's the manager's job to deal with personnel issues. Spineless managers might push back, however and get tough with you just to avoid having to do the layoffs.
VACILLATING MANAGER (mal managerium pendulus)
Identifi cation. Wishy-washy managers who can't make up their own minds. Often appear to be adversarial, when in fact, they are wrestling with themselves. Mal managerium pendulus can be misidentifi ed as mal managerium incertus. The difference is that the former on any given day thinks they have made a decision, but later second guess themselves (dazzling their friends and enemies alike). The latter species simply cannot make any decision at all.
For example, one day mal managerium pendulus resolves to go with software vendor A after a particularly pleasant telephone call. A few days later, vendor A is out in favor of vendor B because mal managerium pendulus has read a glowing report in a trade journal. But a week later mal managerium pendulus fl ip-fl ops again after being taken out to lunch by vendor A.
Handling. As with most of the species of this genus, you need to confront these bad managers head on and force them to recognize their vacillations. You can do this by asking questions that lead to the right answers.
So, in the example, you can prepare a features list with the pros and cons of vendors A and B and present it to mal managerium pendulus. Save the "evidence" of the manager's response to it, so if mal managerium pendulus fl ip-fl ops later, you can present this previous analysis and force a justifi cation, and eventually, a decision. bad managers is the fact that many hybrids exist. If you encounter a hybrid individual, then you must use the response techniques outlined here corresponding to the characteristic behavior exhibited at the time. You must therefore pay careful attention to the behaviors of bad managers, even if you have handled the situation for the moment. Bad managers are resourceful creatures and they may adopt any bad behavior of sibling species or adapt an existing behavior to survive.
HYBRID BAD MANAGERS
I hope you enjoyed this abridged bad manager watching and handling guide. A complete guide to all species, and including artist renderings, will appear soon.
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